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230,000 were killed by the 
earthquake. 
 

Over 1 million were left homeless. 
 
 
 
January 12, 2013  
marks three years since the 
devastating quake. 
 
There is still work to be done… 



Operation USA 
responded rapidly to 
the disaster—shipping 
emergency aid within 
days of the earthquake.    
 



 

Over $5.5 million in donated 
medical, energy, food and 
shelter supplies were sent to 
Haiti—getting essential aid, as 
well as medical personnel, to 
partner agencies on the ground 
in Port-au-Prince, and the equally 
hard hit city of Jacmel.    
 



The earthquake changed daily life for nearly all in  
Port-au-Prince… 
 

Long-term partner L’Athletique d’Haiti transformed its 
soccer fields to house over 500 families, a far cry from its 
previous role as an after-school sports program.    
 

OpUSA made emergency grants to LADH for food and 
supplies—and continues to support the great work 
being done there today. 



 

While not as well reported,        
the city of Jacmel suffered 
alongside Port-au-Prince.         
70% of Jacmel’s buildings 
were damaged or destroyed.  

Operation USA has focused a 
good portion of its relief and 
recovery efforts here—
knowing it can make a 
significant impact in this 
smaller and somewhat 
overlooked community. 



 

  

OpUSA’s largest project to date is the rebuilding of the public 
school, Ecole Nationale Jacob Martin Henriquez, in Jacmel.  

Built in partnership with Honeywell Hometown Solutions,       
the new primary school is one of the biggest in the region—
and was one of the first large-scale recovery projects to be 
completed. 



 

The new 1.5 acre 
campus includes:  
 

• 9 buildings 
• 15 classrooms 
• library 
• computer lab 
• community garden  
• cafeteria  
• basketball court 
• soccer field 

 
Designed pro bono by 
Gensler, with structural 
engineering by seismic 
experts Miyamoto 
International, the 
campus was designed to 
withstand future 
earthquakes.  
 



 

October 2011: After a long journey… the first day of school arrives! 



 

Ecole Nationale JM Henriquez 
is now home to over 900 
students who could not 
otherwise afford to go to school.  
 

Eating lunch at school is often 
the only meal some children 
receive each day…  

Operation USA funds a daily 
feeding program—providing a 
free hot meal to all students 
enrolled at JMH. 



 

 

Operation USA’s work in Jacmel included the creation of hundreds of 
jobs. At least 25 of those workers were additionally given professional 
skill training in seismically-sound construction methods, as part of the 
construction process of Ecole Nationale Jacob Martin Henriquez. 
 



 

 
Operation USA is committed to the long-term recovery process in Haiti—
with the priority to support programs at Ecole Nationale JM Henriquez 

as needs continue.  
 
 
 

 



 

 

Learn more about OpUSA’s work in Haiti 
and make secure donations 

at 
www.opusa.org  

 
 


